_highlight updates on Land and Natural Resources from 23 - 30 November 2020_

**ຂ່າວພາສາລາວ**

**ຍັຌຫາ**

**ເລ ື່ຬຄ**

**ກາຌໄ**

**ກ່ເກ່ງງົກງ້າງ**

ແລະ ເວຌ຃ ຌ຋ ື່ຈິຌ

**ຂຬຄໂ຃ຄກາຌ**

**ເສັັ້ຌ຋າຄ**

**ລົຈໄຟລາວ**

- ຂ່າວໂຈງ


**ລັຈຊະຍາຌລາວ ວາຄແຏຌຎູກຉົັ້ຌໄຠ້ ຎົກຫ ້ຠ**

70% ທຸກຄຳຢູ່ໃນປີ 2025, ຂ່າວໂຈງ


**ເຂ ື່ຬຌຌ ໍ້າກົຄ**

87.3% ແລະ ຂ່າວໂຈງ

**ເສຈຊະກິຈ-ສັຄ຃ົຠ**: [https://bit.ly/3gi6Fm1](https://bit.ly/3gi6Fm1)

**ແຂວຄໄຆສົຠຍູຌຠ ໂ຃ຄກາຌສ້າຄເຂ ື່ຬຌໄຟຟ້າເຊິຄ**

31 ແລະ ຂ່າວໂຈງ


**ອຬຄລັຈຊະຠຉ ກະຆວຄພະລັຄຄາຌ ແລະ ຍ ໍ່ແອ່ ຉິຈຉາຠກວຈກາ຃ວາຠຎຬຈໄພຂຬຄເຂ ື່ຬຌໄຟຟ້າມູູ່**


**ໃຌຎີ 2020**

ສຎຎ ລາວ ຠ ພ ັ້ຌ຋ ື່ມ ັ້ຄມືຌວ່າຠ ຃ວາຠຬັຌໃໝ່

[https://bit.ly/3g4GXS1 & อໍານມີຄົນ ກ່າວ](https://bit.ly/3g4GXS1 & ກ່າວ)

**ໂ຃ຄກາຌເຂ ື່ຬຌໄຟຟ້າເຆຎຽຌ**

ລາວ ກ່າວໂຈງ


**ແຂວຄພາກໃຉ້ຂຬຄລາວ**


**ໂ຃ຄກາຌເຂ ື່ຬຌໄຟຟ້າເຆຎຽຌ**

ລາວ ກ່າວໂຈງ

English News

- Sanakham Dam Impact Assessment Should be Broadened with Up-To-Date Information, by Laotian Times: [https://bit.ly/2Im0WPB](https://bit.ly/2Im0WPB) & read more [here](https://bit.ly/2Im0WPB)
- Compensation Delays for Survivors of Laos' Worst Dam Disaster, by RFA: [https://bit.ly/3qBmV6c](https://bit.ly/3qBmV6c)
- Laos-China railway may not be completed on schedule, by Laotian Times: [https://bit.ly/3mSVKl7](https://bit.ly/3mSVKl7)

ข่าวสะบายโลก/Worldwide

- Will withdrawal from the RCEP damage India’s relations with Southeast Asia?, by The ASEAN Post: [https://bit.ly/3ILF9yd](https://bit.ly/3ILF9yd)

วิดีโอข่าว/Video News